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PLASTIC BUCKLING OF A RECTAIGUIAR PIATIIZ
UNDER EWE THRUSTS
By G. H.”Handelman and W.
SUMMARY
Prager
The fundamental equations for the plastic buckling of a rectangular
plate under edge thrusts are developed on the basis of a new set of
stress-strain relations for the behavior of a metal in the plastic range-.
These relations are derived for buckling from a state of uniform
compression. The fundamental equation for the buckling of a sim@y
compressed @ate together with typical boundary conditions is then
.
developed and the resuits are applied to calculating the bucklti”g-loads-
of a thin strip, a slqd.y supported plate, and a cruciform section.
Comparisons with the theories of Timoshenko and Ilyushin are made.
.
Finally, an energy method is given which can be used for finding
approximate values of the critical load.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the plastic buckling of a rectangular
plate which, previous to buckling, is under a uniform compressive
stress Co in the direction of one of its edges. In the case of elastic
buckling, in which a. remains below the elastic limit of the plate
material, it is well lmown that the buckling stress deyends on the
dimensions of the plate and on the manner in which it is supported
(cf. reference 1, ch. 7) . In the case of the plast+c ~uckling of beams, .
on the other hand, Engessqr (reference 2) and Von Karman (reference 3)
developed a satisfactory theory based on the fact that for a fiber
which is compressed beyond the elastic limit the tangent nodulus
(i.e., the ratio of the variation of strain to the corresponding
variation of stress) assumes different values depending on whether the
variation of stress constitutes an increase or a relief of the etisting
* compressive stress.
Generalization of this theory to the plastic buck13ng of plates
has repeatedly been attempted. These attempts can be tivided into two
.
groups which may be labeled formal and analytical generalizations. The
.
+formQ generalizations start from the remark that Khe formulas of the
Enges8er-Von K&m& theo~ of the ylastic buckling of beams differ from
the weX1-lmown formulas for the elastic buckling of beams only by the
fact that the so-called ‘%educedmodulus” replaces Young’s modulusQ A
formal.generalization of the Engesser-Von K&m& theory to the plastic
buckling of plates is therefore obtatied by introducing the reduced
modulus Into the formulas for the elastic buc$l+ of plates in such a
manner that the results of the Engesser-Von Karman theory are obtained
in the case of a narrow rectangular strip which is free cm its long
edges and simply supported on the short edges where it carries a
compressive load- Of course, this formal genera.llzationfs more or less
arbitrary and leads by no means to a unique result. Formulas of this
me have been suggested by Bleich (reference 4, p. 216 ff.) and
Tinumhenti (reference 1, -p.384].
~ :ontrast with these formal generalizations of the Engesser-
Von K&man theory, the analytical generalizations do not merely titroduce
the reduced modulus of the theory of beams into the fozmmlas for the
elastic buckling of plates. ~tead, the analytical generalizations go
back to the considerations by which the reduced mxlulus is derived and
try to apply these to the case of a buclded @ate. Generalizations of
this kind have been previously presented by fiuhnann (reference 5) and
Ilyushin (reference 6). As is shown in the present report, however,
these authors use stress-strain relations which do not fulfill certain
postulates of the theory of plasticity; the correctness of their results
must therefore be questioned.
The present paper @ma at developing a theory of the plastic
buckling of plates which takes full account of the modern theory of
plasticity. The stress-strain relations in the plastlc range are
discussed at ccmsiderable leng&h in the first section of the ANAIXSIS,
and it is shown that,for an adequate treatment of buclding phenomena2
a theory of plastic flow is indicated rather than a theory of plastic
deformation of the t~e used by Kaufnwmn and Ilyushin. The precise
definitions of these terms and the basic considerations su~esting the
use of a theory of’plastic deformation for problems such as buckling are
fu~ discussed in the ANAIZSIS1 A particular theory of pl-astlcflow
suitable for the treatment of the probleZm under consideraticm is
develqmd ti the first section and Its relations with other theories of
plasticity are pointed out- It is shown that l-uthe particular case of
a plate bucklcg out of a state of simple compression there ie very
little freedan in the choice of the stress-strain relatlon if It is to
fulfill certain simple postulates. This means that all the empirical
information which is necessary for the theoretical treatment of the
plastic bucklLng of a rectangular pi-ateunder edge thrusts can be
obtained by a simple compression test.
The second section presents the development of the fundamental
equation of the plastic buckling of a simply compressed plate, and the
appropriate equations describing typic&L boundary conditions are given
in the third seotion. The remining parts contain several examples,
which are carried out In detail, as welJ as an equival=t energy
princiyle which proves to be very useful for apyroxinmte computations.
)?imlly, the appendi=s contain detailed discussions of several
technical potits raised h ear~er yarts of the paper.
The authors are indebted to Professor H. S. Tsien for drawtng their
attention to the work of Kaufmann (reference 5) .
This investigation was conducted at Brown University under the
sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the I?atimal Advisory
C-&mittee for Aezxmautics.
SYMBOLS
a length of plate
A constant in compressive stress-strain
x e~ession in variational prticiple
a’, a“, a ‘“, b’, b“, b’”, C’ coefficlents in
law
b width of plate
B expression in variational principle
c = 1(x - 1) ~5 - hq?b - (1
q> +Y C3Y C4 =bitrary
D flexural rigidity
- 2v)q
constants appeming
—..
Jaw
l
.
plaatic’stress-strain
fn equation for +
of plate (+~o/(1 -$
Dn~ D=> D22 coefficients in plate eqmtion for pla8tlc flow
Dll ‘ = D~D, Dm ‘ = Du/D, ~ ‘ = ~/D
DU* , DE* , %* coefficients in plate equation for Ilyushin’s
of plastic defomuation
Eu . DU*/D, E= = /
DE* D, am . D22$$/D
.
theory
E tangent Wd.ulus in compression
4EO young ‘S modulus
E* Von K&n&n’s reduced modulus
E8 secant modulus obtained from compressive stress-strain diagram
f(y) seotion of buckled middle surface for x = Constant
h thlcknees
I. moment of
k= *ao~’(1 - J2
yr2h2Eo
m number of
ifx rate of
!9 rate of
& rate of
n Integer
Mx reduced
ix rate of
.
‘Y rate of
of plate
inertla”of cross section
half
change
chan~
change
waves in buckled configuration
of
of
of
bending moment about y-axis
bending moment about x-axis
twisting mcuuent ?
compressive stress resultant (u&po)
change of stress resultant In x-direction
change Or stress resultant in y-direction
P total compressive force (uobh)
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u
()~2 _ ‘oh ~ 2 %922 - %22DE a DA
r=~’ -
R side ratio (b/a)
s = iP(~ - P)
.
k.
tble
&J - 23
deflect+on rate
rectangular Cartesian coordinates; x,y-plane coincides with
middle surface
(2 - V);l+ (2V - l)a2
‘o = +m.
a. l-’&
of unbuclded pl&e -- -
a ratio of Von K&n&’s modulus to Young’s modulus (in section
‘!BucKiingof a simply supyorted plate” only)
@ constant in compressive stress-strain law
P&- 01:C; +: go+3 for K >0
8
.
=
.
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e uniaxial 8train
dex, deyj d~z,
infinitesimal
dyw, d7yz ) d7zx
d~x’, &y’, dez’, dy ‘
m
de=”, dc “, d~~“, dy “
Y w
+J%Y) normal strain
~&%Y) normal strfi
strain increments present In buckling
reversible (elastic) strain increments
permanent (plastic)
rate in middle surface
rate in middle surface
~(x, y) shear strain rate in middle surface
Go /= 220 h
{o+= a+$~
!O- = -a - K . “-
~=sb
strain ticrements
in x-direction
In y-directicm
u ratio of Von K&&n ‘smodulus to Young ‘smodulus (~/Eo )
A ratio of Young’s modulus to tangent modulus (E~E)
v Poisson’s ratio
~=rb
a vniaxial stress
intensity of stress
(1
2 2 -2
ax + =y - Cffly +- 3- )
= cr critical compressive stress
‘o = -=x original compressive stress in plate
a~s ~y~ ~z normal stress components
.
.-
—
—
——
—
d.
.
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‘i
Tq> TyzY -rZx shear stress components -. ----
.
ax> by Y ~z>
inf’5niteshal stress increments present in buckling
dT
w’ ‘TYZ’ ‘T= —
CD function of
CDK= &l@~
Q=(D/(l -CD)
J.
.
i-l’= d@crl
.
superscript
surface
+ superscript
the intensity of stress cl
—
.
denoting valuqs on unloading side of neutral
denoting values on loading side of neutral surface
ANAIX31S
Stress-Strain Relations for Buckling from a
State of Uuiform Compression
The mechanism of buckling beyond the elastic limlt is relatively
complicated because the material, which was ori@mally In a state of
simple campresslon, is loaded in same regions and unloaded in others
during the bucklimg process. Consequently, the -stress-strain relations
must be considered.in some detail uith special.reference to the problem
of loading beyond the elastic Ilmit followed by unloading.
The material must exhibit strain-hardening if the determination of
the buckling stress is to constitute a problem. Indeed, f~ a perfectly
pkstic material which yields under constant stress, Von Karm&’s reduced
-
modulus vanishes once the initial compressive stress has reached the
yield limit. This means that the bending stiffness is reduced to zero
and buckling must be expected quite inde~endent of the dimensions of the
. bar. .
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Stress-strain laws for materials which efibit strain-hardening
can be divided into two types which, for convenience, will be called
“theories of’plastic deformation” and “theoriesof plastic flow.”
According to the first group, there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between stress and strain in the plastic range, as well as the elastic,
provided that the mater}al is betig loaded. The stress-strain law of
the well-lmom Hencky-Nadd. theory (reference 7, ch. 14, and reference 8)
and the law used by Il@shin (reference 6) in his discussion of plastic
buckll.ngare typical theories of plastic deformation. On the other
hand, the theories of plastio flow are based on the assumption that,
for a @ven state of stress, there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between the rates of change of stress and strain in such a manner that
the resulting relation between stress and strain cannot be integrated
so as to yield a relation between stress and strain alone. Tyyical ~
e-pies of theories of plastic flow are the stress-strain relations
developed by Prager (reference 9) andlkndelman, Li.n,and XYager
(reference 10). A particularly tiportant difference between these two
basic theories of plasticity lies h the faot that according to the
theoi’yof plastic deformation the strain which corresponds to a certain
state of stress the theory of plastic defomnation is entirely independent -=
of the manner in which this state of stress has been reached, whereas, .
according to the theory of plastic flow, the strain depends on the manner
in which the state of ~tress is built ~.
r
The stress-strain relations to be used in the analysis of the
plastic buckling of a rectangular plate under edge thrusts fozm a
special case of those developed by Handelman, Lin, and Trager in
reference 10. In this particular case, however, it is possible to H
develop the stress-strain relatipn in a quite element~ manner, an~
the inherent diffioultles of the theories of plastic deformation can
be seen frcm a sli@ily different point of view. It aypears worth
while, then, to examine these relations in some detail with special
reference to the problem which forms the subJect of &e present report.
In the following, the stresses and strains in the buckled plate
will be refereed to a fixed system of rectangular Cartesian coordi-
nates % Y9 and z. The x,y-plane of this coordinate system coincides
with the middle surface of the unbuckled plate, and the axes of x ‘
and y coincide with two ~f its edges, the other edges falllng on the
lines x . aandy=b. Prior to buckling, the plate is under a
uniform compressive stress a. in the direction of the x-axis (fig. 1).
The investigation of the stability of the state of stress
ax = -Co
a -Uz=o~–
=T
‘m Yz = ‘= = o
1 e4* (1)
J
..
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requires the lmowledge of the relations
increments of stress dux, %’ ‘Zj
the corresponding increments of strain
9
between the imfinitesha.1
‘TV’ dTyz~ and dTzx and
d6x, dey, d6z, dy=y d?yz~
and dyzx. Within the framework of plate theory; ffz= 7U =-TYZ =-0,
even in the buckled state, and hence tiz = dTx = dTyz = O. Accord-
ingly, dyz = dyyz = 0. Within the elastic range the remaining
increments of stress and strain are related to
E. d6x= da= - ~ duy
E. d% = -vda=+&
Y
each other by means of
(2)
Eod6z=-~dax-Vduy
E. dyq = 2(1 + lJ)dTw
J
where E. denotes Young’s modulus and ~, Poisson’s ratio l Before -
analysis of the @astic buckling of the plate can be attem@ed, the
relations replacing equations (2) in the plastic range must be kno~,.
In order to establish these relations, it wilJ be convenient to tilnk
of the strain Increments as consisting
permanent (plastic) components:
of reversible (elastic) and
d~x = d6x’ +
d6y = d6y’ +
d6z = d~z’ +
‘7XY
= dyw’
d6x”
d6y”
dfiz“
+ dy=”
denote elastic and plastlc
1
components,
related to the
(3)
Prtis and double primes
respectively. The elastic increments of strain are
increments of stress by means of equations (2), in-which the left-hand
sides @&t all’be written with primes now:
F:
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E. dGx’ = C@x -v day
E. d~y ’ = -v dux + &y
1
Eod6z’=-VWx-Vd6y I
E. dy~ ‘ =.2(1 + V) d7W
(4)
These relations may be regarded as
increments of strain. The purpose
establish similar relations for the plastic Increments of strain.
the definitions of the elastic
of the fo~owing discussion is to
The elastic increments of strain, equations (4), depend only on
the increments of stress and are independent of the existing stress cro.
Moreover, a reversal of--thesigns of all Increments of stress leads to
a mere reversal of the si~.of all elastic increments of strain= The
plastic increments of strain, however, do not have these properties;
since they must vanish as long as U. remains below the elastic
limit, they cannot be independent of the existing stress Co.
Moreover, if for a given value of Co certain stress increments
produce plastic increments of strain, stress increments of the same
magnitudes but op~osite signs do not produce any plastic deformation.
In other terms, beyond the limlt of elasticity an infinitesinml change
of stress may be classified as loading the material or not according
to whether it is accompanied by permanent deformation. Ihfinitesbal .
changes of stress which do not load the material may be classified
in turn as unloading or neutral. Unloading brings the material into
a state of stress such that all sufficiently small further changes of
stress are accompanied by elastic deformations only. These basic
differences in loading end unloading appear somewhat more clearly If
the simple example of a unhxial state of stress and strain (say a
tensile test) is considered. Let u denote the stress end G the
strain in figure 2 and suppose the material is loaded to the point P.
The stress-strain diagram for unloading is a stral@t line PA with
the same slope as the loading curve at the origin O. The permanent
strain corresponding to loading up to the point P is measured
by OA. Suppae now that, after the point P has been breached,the
test specimen is further loaded to the _point Pl; by this, the
permanent strain is increased by the amwnt AAl. In other wrds, the
change from P to Pl constitutes loading in the sense Just defined.
On tileother hand, if the new state of stress and strain 3s given by
the point P2) that is, If the stress has been reduced below that
.
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v
.
at P, the permanent strain is left unchanged. Furthermore, any
small.change of stress from the petit P2 (strictly, all changes
within the ranges P@ and P@) produces an additional defamation -
which is purely elastic. The material has thus been unloaded..
For uniaxial stress any change of stress constitutes either
loading or unloading. A third possibility, designated as’heutral”
change of stress, exists in the case of combined stress. A neutral
change of stress, while not accompanied by a permnent deformation,
brings the material into a state such that there exist certain further
changes of stress which are arbitrarily mall and yet produce a
permanent deformation. This third condition is illustrated in the
analysis of the buckling of a plate. It,is precisely the possibility
of the occurrence of neutral changes of stress which distinguishes
the present problem frcnnthat treated by Engesser and Von I&m&,
for in their case the stress is uniaxial in the buckled.state as
well as in the unbuckled. Accor&Lngly, a change of stress can be
only an increase of the existing compressive stress (loam) or a
decrease (unloading). The situation is nwre complicated in the case
of a plate.
Stice there is no permanent deformation accompanying neutral
changes of stress or unloading, d~x” = dxy” = dez” . d7W” = O; and
the relations of equations (4 define the total change of strain. For
iloading, however, equations ( ) must be supplemented.by equations of
the fomn
—
Eodax’’=a’ dc=+b’ day
E. dxy” = a“ da=+ b“ tiy
E. dsz”= a“’dux+b’’’duy
E. dyg” = 2c’ dT=
(5)
.J
where the coefficients a’, b’, a“, b“, a’”, b’”, end c’ depend
on the existing stress Uo.
As is customary in the theory of plasticity, the plastic defor-
mations will be supposed to represent a mere change in shape but no
change in volume. Accordingly,
X2 NACA TN No. 1530
dex” + d~y” + dez” = O (6)
This relation must hold independently of the values of dux and day.
Thus,
a’+a “+a’”=0 (7)
and
b’ +~’’+~’”=o (8)
The elastic
the coeffici.ents
coefficients of
formulas, equations (4), exhibit a certain symmetry of
appearing on the rix%-hand side. For Instance, the
dax in the second and third equations are equal, as .
are the coefficients of day in the first and &sx in the second
equations. Which of these symmetries, if’any, till be maintained in .
equations (5)? The existing state of stress singles out the x-axis,
but It does not matter which of the other two axes is labeled y
and which z. Accordingly, .
tll
a“= a
In view of equations (7) and (9),
a’r=af”=- *al
(9)
(lo)
These coefficients can easily be e~ressed in terms of the so’caUed
“tangent modulus” corresponding to the compressive stress co l
Application of equations (4) and (5) to simple com.ession Ln.the
x-direction yields (with day = 0)
E. dex ( )=Eo dex’ + d~x”
= dax+a’ dax
or
(lux E.
E=rx= I+a’.
(11)
.
(22” ‘-
w.
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where E denotes the tangent modulus. With
equation (11) gives
a’= k-l
Hence, according to equation (lo),
Next, the
Any given
fOllowlhlg
.
criterion for
infinitesimal
manner:
13
(13)
(14)
a“ = a’” = y (15)
neutral changes of stress must be considered.
change of strain can be decomposed in the
dy= = O + d7g
d7yz = O + d7yz
Jdyzx= O + d7zx
The change of strain defined by the first menibersof the right-hand
sides of these equations is a uniform e~sion (or contraction) in
all directions. Such a uniform expansion changes the volume but not–
..—
the shape of the element to which it is applied. The change of strain
defined by the second members.of the right sides of equatione (16), on
the other hand, affects the shape of the element but preserves its
Vohula l The work done by the existing stress or stresses on the change
14 I?ACATN No. 1530
l w
of &train, equations (16), consists of the work done on the change of
volume represented by the first members of the right sides of’
equations (16) and the work done on the change oj?shaye represented 8
by the second members. Since all changes of volume are supposed to
be of an elastic nature, it seems natural to speak of loading or
unloading according to whether the work W which the existing
stresses do on the change of shape alone is positive or negative.
Vanishing of this work
neutral change. .
In tihecase under
is ax= -ao, and the
by the sign of
al
while neutral changes are
must then be interpreted as indicating a
discussion, the only existing stress
criterion for loating or unloading is furnished
. -$(&6x
- dffy- dez) (17)
characterized by
2d~ - d% -d6z=0 (18) .
Now, for unloading, the entire change of strain is of an elastic
nature and equations (2) apyly. Equation (17) is therefore equivalent
to
EodW= [( )(--z2dcTx-vdlY -3 Y )(
-V dax ~ duY - -Vd~x-V~ y)] (19)
Since do >0, this expression till be negative, whenever
2dux - day >0 (20)
This inequality, equation (20), is th~ seen to constitute the criterion
for unloading. Similarly, the criterion for neutral ctigeS of StreSS
is found to be
2dax - day = O (21)
NACATN ~0* 1530 15
Changesof stress which satisfy neither equation (20) nor (21), that’
is, changes of stress for tiich .
2dax - duy<o (22)
must therefore constitute loa~g. Another defird.tlonfor the criterion
for the three types of change of stress, which is found by combining
equations (20), (21), and (22), Is that the change of stress is classified
by the sign of the increment in the second invariant of the stress
deviator, which measures the intensity of stress. A detailed account
of this alternative formulation is found in reference 10.
By a suitable choice of the values of &sx
‘d ‘Y> ‘he
expression 2dax - day can be made.to fuli?illthe followlng
inequalities:
o> 2aux- duy> -e .(23)
where e is an arbitrarily prescribed small positive number. AIL
changes of stress satisfying eqution (23) constitute loatig end are
therefore accompanied’by plastic deformations in accordance with
equations (5). For G- O, however, these changes tend toward
neutral changes of stress for which there are no plastic defomwtions.
Furthemnore, there are no pkstic increments of strain when .
2dux - dcry>o. It is to be expected that the total strain increments
will be continuous in the region which marks the transition from
unloading through the neutral state to loading. Although,s._ucha
statement does not follow specifically from the equations of equilibrium
or compatibility, conttiulty should be expected in the strain ticrements.
With this assumption, the plastic increments of strain, equations (5),
should vanish whenever the ticrements of stress satisfy equation (21).
This furnishes the conditions
a’ +2b’=0
a“ + 2b” = O
a’”+ 2b’”= O
C’=o
(24)
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Together with equations (14) and (15), these equations determtne all
coefficients appearing in equations (5), which therefore take the
form
E.
E.
E.
E.
do= +
da= -1-
again
--i
d6x” = (A - 1) dax -~dcry
-1d6y*’.-+
d6z” = -~
d7W”= O
It is interesting to note that here
the second and third equations are equal,
of duy in the first and of &rx in the
in the elastic case this tne of symmetry
w % 1 (25)I
J
the coefficients of dux in
as are the coefficients
.
second equation. Whereas
h the stress-strain relatinns .
is a consequence of the is-o%ropyof the ~teria.1, this is no longer,flo
in the case of equations (25). J2adeed,the equality of a“ and a
(see equation (15)) follows flromthe assumption that the plastic
defamations do not Involve a chanm in volume. The equality of b’
and a“, on the
the value of the
mentioned, while
of the condition
Combination
strain relations
E.
E.
E.
E.
other hand, might-be described as ati-st ac&dental,
ratio an/a’ being fixed by the assumption just
the value of the ratio b’/a’ is fixed by the form
for neutral change of stress.
of equations (4) and (25) finally yields the stress-
wtdch will be used throughout this paper:
d7= = 2(1 + V) dT= J
NAC!ATN No. 1530 17
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It seems worth while to stress once again the assumptions on the
basis of which these stress-strain relations are derived. These are
(1) Plastic deformations do not involve a change of volume
(2) The criterion for loading or reloading is furnished by the
sigQ of the work W which the existing stresses do on the change
of shape yroduced by the increments of stress
The first assumption is conmonly made in the theory of plasticity
(cf. reference 7, p. 10) and is confirmed by the experiments of
Brid_ (reference IA, p. 166). The second assumption is a sli@t
generalization of a similar assu!nytionwhich Prager (reference 10).
introduced in the case of incompressible plastic materials; ma%
recently, it has been used by Ilyushti (reference 6).
It is interesting to note how far the stress-strain relations,
equations (26), differ from those used in previous work on the plastic
buckling of ylates. ~ the present notation, Kia.uXmann‘s stress-strain
relations (reference 5) are
Eodex=l.&r=-~ day
E. d~r = -xv da= + day (27)
E. d7 = (l+A)(l+~) dTw
w J
(The expression for d6z is not given because this strain compment
Is not necessary for the determination of the bending and twisting
moments in the buc~ed plate.) .It is seen that here the coefficients
of duy in the first equation and that of dux In the second are
unequal. ~ an earlier payer on the plastic bucK14ng of cylindrical
shells (reference U?, footnote 1, p. &2) in which similar stress-” ‘ - ‘—
strafn relations were used, Kaufmamn ccmments on this lack of symmetry, ‘
recommending that the stress-strain relations, eqmtions (25), be
checked by experiment. Since this ty_peof symmetry in the present
stress-strain rebtions, equations (26), has been characterized as
almost accidental, the lack of symmetry k Kaufluann‘s relations hardly
constitutes a sufficient reason for discarding the st,ress-strain
relations, equations (27). It is not difficult, however, to show
that these relations correspond to an unacceptable contition for
.-
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neutral changes of stress. fideed, subtraction of the elastic
increments of strain equations (4), fran the total Increments of
strains equations (27~, yields the followingplasti.c Increments of
&train :
E. dex” = (h-l) w=
E. dey”= v(X - 1) dux
E. dy “= (k - 1)(1
.
-
Theee ylastic incrments of strain vanish
&lx.o
.
‘7= = 0
+ v) dT
v
if
}
(28)
(29)
According to Kaufmann ‘s stress-strain relation, neutral changes of
stretisare characterized by the two conditions-given as equations (29).
If the most general change of stress considered here is represented
by a point with the coordinates tix, day, and dT in a three-
XY
dimensional space, the condition of equation (21) represents a plane
through the origin which separates the %egion of loading” from the
“region of unloading.” lZquations(29), however, define a straight
line which does not mark off two such regions.
Ilyushin (reference 6) considers en incompressible material and
assures tihestress-strain relations for loadlng to have the form 1
‘0” = H 1
‘0’7=%%
3T
Eo7q = =-
.
(30)
d
.
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where m is a function of
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the intensity of stress Ui defined by
.
(31)
For loading, the increments of stress and strain are then connected by
For buckling from a state of uniform compression u= . -ao, in
particular,
do.).&&ri=-~d2tix-m
&i 2 ( )Y
where
(D’= Ihprl
(33)
.-.
(34}
Equations (32) then reduce to
Eodex= “ 1 (1 -w )(- o~ao *dax - du2(1 - (R)2 )Y I
[
Cro(mrI }}+ 2(1- m)-~ day (35)
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For unloading, the relations, equations (2), are supposed to hold with
v= 1/2 on accouut of the assumed incompressibility of the plate
rmterial:
As to
to be
1
(36)
E. d7w = 3dTw J
the criterion for loading and unloading, this is a@n supyosed
gl.venby the si~ of the expression
(W. (37)ox dcx + ay d~y + TW d7W
In particular,it is given by the sign of
-a. dsx (38)
in the case of buckling from a state of uniform compression ax = -do.
In view of the first of equations (35), this means that neutral changes
of stress are again characterized by equation
[
21) l It is easily seen,
however, that for 2dax - day = O, equations 35) and (36) do not give
the same increments of strain. Ilyushin’s stress-strain relations are
thus seen to exhibit an objectionable disconti.nultyalong the
surface 2dax - day = O which separates the region of ,loadingfrom
the region of unloading. A more detailed analysis of the effect of
this discontinuity in the case of a buckling plate is found in
appendix A.
4
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Fundamental
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Equatfon of Plastic Buckling of a
Simply Compressed Plate
The technique used h the derivation of the fundamental equation
of the plastic buckling of a simply compressed phte is quite similar
to that needed for the same problem h the e~stlc range. (See, for
emmple, the more general problem of combined bending and compression
of elastic plates in reference 1, p. 302.) There is one essential
difference, however, in that the stress-strain relations given In
equations (26) must be used in the regions of loading rather than
generalized Hooke’s law. Consequently, the middle plane of the
unbent plate will no longer play the role of the neutral surface in
the buckled position. Once the position of the neutral surface has
been found and the bending and twisting moments determined as functions
of the second derivatives of the deflection of the plate, the
equilibrium conditions and the final differential equation can be
derived in exactly the same fashion as that used by Ttishenko in
reference 1.
.
It will be found mre convenient, in the folloting discussion,
to use “reduced stresses” rather than actual stresses, that is, stresses
reduced by dividing the actual stress by Young’s modulus Eo. No new
.
notation will be employed.to denote these reduced stresses; therefore,
care must be taken in interpreting the results obtained here in terms
of the hewn facts for elastic buckling. An attempt will be made at
such points to keep the notatton clear. h addition, the use of
differentials of stress end strain may lead to some confusion in
deriving the equations of equilibrium for an element. Since the .-
stress-strain relations given h equations (4) and (26) are Linear
in these differentials, both sides of the equations may be divided
. by dt >0, Were t may be regarded as the time. It should be
noted that t appears ho~geneo~lyj that is, the time scale may be
arbitrarily distorted without changing the equations. If differenti.-
ation with respect to t is denotedby a dot, equations (~)>a~d (26)
can be rewritten as reduced stress-strain relations, for . ,
,y=-~+y),=+ky3&,
i
(39)
.
~z=: ( )(
~+x-l~x-v-x-l.
2 )T ‘Y
J
22
“<.
and for W=,
&x=&x-v&
Y
.
‘Y =
-V;x -4by
. .
‘z = -V’JX - VGY
.
7W= 2(1 + V)+w
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where W . dW/dt.
The stress rates 5X and
corresponding strain rates for
equations (39). Thus,
-J
.
‘% can be found in terms of the
loadlng by solving the first two of
, 1
[(x + 3)~x + 2(A - 1 + 2%4:ax = (5 - 4v)k - (1 - 2V)2 j
.
(5 - 4V)A : (1 - 2V)2[
2(X - IJ14-2v)gx + 4Ley‘Y =
The criterion for loading
can then be written as
(42)
.
.
.
(k3)
.
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w
eqmesslon appearing outshie the brackets is always positive and the
inequality, equation (43), can be replaced by
.
(2 - V);x+ (2 V- l);Y<O (44)
The strain rates appearing in equations (39) and (bO) must now
be evaluated.. The strain rates in “themiddle surface till be denoted
, by &l = ~l(x,Y), the normal strain rate in the x-direction;
.
G2 = 6J%Y), the normal strain rate in the y-direction; and
?= ~(%Y) , the rate of shear strain. Points on the normal to the
undeformed middle surface are assumed to remain on the normal of the
bent middle surface. This implies that the strain rates &x, SY,
and ~w at any point of the plate can be written in the following
form:
.
l
‘y= ?2-4
1
(45)
The ~usntlties Kl, ~, and K= appearing in equations (45) are
defined in terms of the rate of deflection ~ . W x,y) of the middle
surface in the fo~oting way:
a2i7K1=3 1
(46)
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Geometrlcelly, kl and ~ represent the rates-of curvature of
the tiddlg surface In the x- and y-directions, respectively,
whereas KU represents the rate of relative twist. The criterion
for loading, equation (44), can now be rewritten i? te~ of the
strains of the middle surface and the quantities Kl, ~, and in.
It is seen that loading takes @ace lrovided
(2 - V):l + (2V [- 1)42< z (2 - V)kl+ (2V - l)I?J (47)
With the word “sign” to denote the sign of the quantity within the
parenthesis and v%ical
enclosed expression, the
rz sign (2 - V)K1 +
bars to deno~e the absolute value of the
last inequality may be transformed into
(2V - (2 - v):~ + (21J- 1)4* (48) *%]’ 2 - v)Kl+ (2V
1( - 1)~1
.
This inequality cm be simplified further by introducing two new
quantities K and Z. defined by
i = (2 - V)il + (2V - l)%
(2 -V):l+ (2V - 1):2
z =
o K
1
(49)
The inequality, equation (48), becames then
z sign (k) X?zo/lKl = 20 sign (i) (n)
*.
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that is,
z > z. for positive k 1
r
25
(51)
z C z. for negative k J
The surface z . 20 separates the regions of loadtng and unloading in
the @ate; a given part is in a state of loading or not according to
which condition of’equations (51) is satisfied. —
The criterion Just developedmust now be applfed to the problan
of bucHing. AE mentioned previously} the stress distribution of the
buc~ed plate differs from the original state of pure conrgmessionby
certain additional stresses 5= dt,
.
—-——
‘Y ‘t’ ‘d ‘m ‘t” ‘ese ‘m
stresses are such that their total stress resultants must vanish and
the moments produced till be in equilibrium with the moment generated “-
by the original compressive force in the buckled plate. The vanishing
of the stress resultants will lead to a formula for Z. in tem.w of
the
has
the
constants of the material and the value of ao. Once this equation
been developed, a rather strai@tforward computation till.lead to
desired equation of equilibrium.
The rates ~x and fiy of the stress resultants are defined as
Jh#?6X = 5= dz-h/2 1
(52)
As indicated in equations (51), two cases must be considered according
tm whether k >0 or ~ <O. For ~ >0, direct computation shows
that
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(53)
where the quantity c is a function of A ~a v given by
c = (54)
(5-4V): ::1-2V)2
Appendix B contains the details of this calculation and oth?rs used
in this section. It haa been pointed out previously that I’?xand fiy
must vanish. According to equations (53), this yields t
()h
2 8~h 2~2h
--
2 ‘o=-—=— Ck &
Thus the strain rates ~1 and 42 in the middle surface are
related by the equation
From the definition of Zo, equations (49), and this result, it is
seen that
. 22
‘.=(2- ‘1V)%+ (2V - 1)~
(55)
(56)
a’
A
= -*(5 - 4V) (57)
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This result =Y then be substituted back into equation (56) to yield
()h 2 2;Ph 2zoh-- =0 =—=- —2 & C(5 - 4V) (58)
ReWtion (58) can be solved for Z. to yield the equation of the
neutral surface which separates the regions of loading and unloading.
Since h, c, and IJ depend only on the geometg of the plate and
the ap@ied compressive stress, Z. will depend only on these
quantities. It is more convenient to htroduce a Dew quantity ~.
.
defined by
Then the quadratic equation for Zo, equation (~), becomes a
Kquadratic equation in o, namely,
There are two solutions
one which is physically
(42+4%=”
(59)
(63)
to this equation, in general, but the ~ly
realizable is
(61)
where
a= 1-* .4
Equation (61) gives the destred formula for the neutral surface.
(6-2)
—
—
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When ~ <0, the procedure is erectly the
Again the details are found in appendix B. The
surface is given in this case by
Co=co-s-a-jcal
same as that outlined.
formula for the neutral
{63)
Roughly syeddng, the sis of k in~cates whether the plate “buckles
up “ or “buckles down.“ Consequently, the differences in sign found by
comparing equations (61) and (63) are quite natura~. It would also be
expected that the rates of change of the bending and twisting nmments~
as well as the r?sulting equilibrium equation, should be I.ndeyendent
of the sign of K. This will be shown to be true.
The rates of ohange of the bending and twisting moments can be
computed now that Z. or to isknownftm K>O and for ~<0. *
The rates of change of the bending moamnts,
defined as
% ~d ~, ~are
Jh/2&x = 6XZ!dz-h/2
/
h/2
%= b=z dz
-h/2
where the moments are takqn about the y- and x-axes, respectively.
The
The
out
rate of change of the twisting moment & is given by
Ph/2
(64)
(65)
calculation of tpe rates, eqymtions
separately for K>O and K<O.
(64) and (65), must be carried
It can be shown that the only
a
.
.
.
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quan~ity appearing in the final result whioh deyends on the sign
of K is the function 8 defined by
Acoordlng to equation (63), !.O- = - ~O+; the numerical halue of 6
obtained from equations (66) will therefore be the same in either’ease. - —
TIIW the expressions for & ~, and ~ till be the same in both
8 oases. The details are found in a~pendlx B in which it is shown that
—
(69)
The equation of equi~brium can be set up in terms of the bending
and ttisting moments and compressive load without reference to the
stress-strain relations. This has already been done by TWshenko
(reference 1, p. 305) for the more general case of ccdined bending
and tension or compression. His results may be apylied.to this special
case of a simply compressed plate. With the present notation, the
equation of equilibrium is ..
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(70)
Timoshenlm’a relation was originally written in terms of the actual
bending moments and actual compressive stress resultant Nx rather
than the-rates of the reduced quantities. T~oshenko’s equation can
be differentiated with respect to time and divided by E. on both
sides, so that equation (70) is the desired equation of equilibrium
provided Nx is defined as
Nx = uohjEo
From equations (46),
With these relations
K1. a2iJa2
k= a2;/ay2
.
‘l$?= /2a2+ axay
and equations (67), (68), and (69),
may be rewritten a%
where the subscripts denote partial differentiation with
the variable named and
(71]
.
.
.
.
equation (70)
(72)
respect to
.
4
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u
.
% c=Dl- 1C5(2 - V)2
.
D= . D ~ - CF3(2 -V)(2V - 1)]
D22 [=Dl - C5(!2V- l)q
,h%
D o=
12(1 - V2)
:31
(73)
The quantity D is the well-known flexural rigidity of the #Xl#Jte.
Equation (72) reseniblesthe equation for the buc~ing of a ~anisotropic&
plate (reference 1, p. 3&)),P&.There is one important difference, --
however. In the case of aa~&&sotropic plate, the coefficients DU,
*
DE> and Dw are constants of the material; for the plastic
case Dll, Uny and D22 are functions of do. In other words,
. the pliateis anisotropic but this anisotropy is caused by and is a
function of the compressive stress. Consequently, certain changes
must be made in the standard procedure for calc@ating buckling loads
for anisotropic plates. Several examples illustrating this technique
—
are given in the succeeding sections. Graphs of the quantities
’11’ = = - cq2 - V)2
‘M?’= 1 - cb(2 -V)(2V - 1)
and
’22 ‘ =1- C5(2V - 1)2
..
as functions of h for v . 0.32 are given in fi.gwe 3 and the
numerical values are listed in table 1.
.
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Typical Boundary Conditions for the Fundamental Equatim
for a Simply Compressed Plate
The discussion of the boundary conditions for the buckling
equatio~, eq~tion (72), is facilitated bY expressing the moment
rates Mx, % an’ %
in terms of the second derivatives of
the deflection rate * and the stiffnesses DU, D=, and ~
introduced in equations (73). Thus, it folkws from equations
(68), and (69) that
(67),
(74)
E& . D(l - V)Wm J
The following boundary conditions are typical in the buckling of
rectangular plates:
(1) Simply supported edge at x .0. - The deflection rate ~
and the nmment rate ~ must vanish at this edge; that is,
.
w= o 1
L (75)
for x=O.
(2) Built-in edge at x = O.- At -this edge, the deflection
rate ~ and the slope rate *X must vanish; that is,
+=0
+==0 1
l
(76)
l
for x=O.
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(3)lFree edge at y = o.- For a free edge, the rates of the bending I
moment
.
~ .ndofthe equivalent tiear load (-p%cylq + (%/’3
must vanish (reference 1, p. 300). Consequently,
I
/-
for y=O.
(4) Plane of symmetry at y .0. - If the buckled shape of the
(77)
plate is symmetrical with respect to the @ane y . 0, the rates of the
elope GY and of the equivalent shear load
till vanish. Therefore,
(-2a&.#.) + (%/~y)
.,
‘Y =
o
~=+ (1 - ~)~~m +D#W = O
or
.
‘Y =
o
.
‘YYY ?
o
(78)
(79)
for y=O. Should these boundary conditions be given on other edges,
the necessary changes in the formulas can be made easily.
Several examples of the buckling of a simply comp~ssed ~late
with various boundary conditions of the type just discussed are
considered in the next section. In all these examples it is aseumed
that the plate is in the state of compression previou~ly
described, ax = -CJoj and that the edges x=a and x = O,
perpendicular to the direction of the compressive force, are simply
supported. The other boundary conditions
example. Equations (75) are satisfied at
deflection rate is written in the fcmm
are specifi’ed-for each
x=O and x=a ’if the
.
34
+= f(y) sin (mnx/a)
where m is an integer. Thu;”a section of the
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a
(a)
.
plate in the buckled
state, obtained by setting y = Constant, is des~ribeclby a series
of sine waves~ tha integer m gives ~he number of half Wves.
Substitution of this expression for w into the partial differential
eqv.atdcm(72) yields the ortlinary differential equation
(81)
in which the Romn numerals denote the
re~peut to y. With
corresponding derivatives tith
equatimm (82) can be written in the form
The general solution of this equation An f(y) is
f(y) * 01 cosh ry + Cp sinh ry + 03 cos gy +
(82)
(83)
where 01, C2, 03J md C4 are arbitrary oonstants which must be
detetined from the boundary conditions, and
.
.
.
+
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Equation (84) is the fundamental relation w%ich must be atudled
for each particular case of buck~ng from a state of Bimple compression.
The boundary conditions of the type discussed lead to liwar homo-
geneous equations for the constants cl, C2J C3’ - and C4. The
condition that these equations possess solutions cl) ~2s C3J
and C4 which are not alJ.zero ylelde an equation In r and e from
which the critical stress
=0 can be detemnined.
Specific Examples
Plastic bucklin~ of a narrow strip: relation or present theory to
beam theory.- It ~aems worth while to investigate how the present
theory o? the plastic buckling of plates is related to the Engesser-
Von K&man theory of the plastic buckling of beams. Consider a
rectangular plate of thickness h which is siqly supported
along x=O and x=a, “free along y = tb/2, and under the
compressive stress ax s -do. AS b- O for a fixed value of a>
the buckling condition for this plate mi@t be e~ected to approach
that of a beam which has the length a, is dmqil.ysupported at its”
two ends, and possesses a rectanguk cross section of hei@t h
and width b.
The solution given by equation (80) automatically fuMllls the
boundary conditions at x . 0 and x = a. h addition, the symmetry
condition along y = O, eqmtions (79), requires that the coefficients
in equation (84) satisfy
and
r~+sc4.O (86)
.
.—
r3~ - S3U4 = o (87)
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Accordingly,
C2=C4. O
if the function f(y) is not to vanish identically. Boundary
conditions, equations (77), for a free edge along y . b/2 furnish
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.
.
(88)
the equations
- ~~12 -(1 - ~)~(c~ co~h & + C3 co. ~)”
(‘“”D22r2cl )
cosh& - S2C3 COL9$ =0
(89)
‘Tht?boundary conditions corresponding to a free edge at y . -b/2 are
fulfilled automatically if equations (89) are satisfied. NOW these
rclatians ar~ linear hamoge~eous equations in
c1. and C3; ‘f ‘h(’y
are Li Mw nonvanishlng salutions, the determinant of khe coefficients .
musL be zwo. Wkxefore,
l
.Thie de’c.wminantalequationcan be reducedto the form
(~’ - m2#,2~’~ tan # + (v’ + m2#ll~25 tanh ~ = O
where
‘R= b/a
i4
1’
i, I
I I
.
G
%
(90)
.
(91)
(%’)
Y
t
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If, for a fixed value of the span a, the width b of the ~1.ate
approaches zero, R and hence E iuld rJ-
Accordfngly, the functions E tamh (~/2)
in equation (91) may be replaced by ~2/2
For m= 1, in particular, this relation
%2 f -42’2-
in which the following notation has
tend toward zero too.
end ~ tan (~/2) appearing
and 72/2, respectively.
cam be reduced to
+Ci%&=o
been used
2
k = “:;;O ‘1 - ‘2)
Dll ‘
= =11/=
DE’= DE/D
D22 ‘ =
=22/D
A= (Dll ‘D22‘ - )/DE ‘2 D22 ‘2
(93)
(94)
A detailed development of equation (93) is presented in appendix C.
If the plate under consideration buckles within the elastic range,
D1l’ = DE’ = D22’ = 1; consequently, A = O and Q . V. According
to equation (93) then, k . 1 - v2 and
.
l
,
.
.
#h%.
00 =
12a2
(95)
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The compressive force 1?= aobh under which the plate buc~es is thus
seen to equal
(96)
where I = bh3/1-2 is the crof3a-seotional.momeritof inertia.
Equation (96) is Euler’s formula for the elastic buc~ing of a simply -
supported beam of span a.
If the plate buckles e.fterthe compressive stress cro has
excee~ed the limit of prqmrtionality, the evaluation of equation (9 )
?beaomes more d.iffictilttNotiag the relations given in equations (94 ,
equation (93) can be transformed into
k=D1l’ - Q~2 ‘ (97)
.
ForlJ=4 z, this relation can be handled quite simply. A straight-
forwaM mxkputation (see appendix C) yieldS the following result for
the critical compressive stress aor = IYo:
0cr
“%$*
!i?heOritical buald.itlgload F is given by
whe3?e
Hence
again I = bh3/1.2 is the cross-sectional moment of inertia.
the reduced modulus @ is given by
(98)
(99)
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p =(1%)’‘ (+:O;)’ (1. Do)
according to the definition of X given by equation (13). This
reduced modulus is identical tith that found in the Engesser-Von K&’&n
theory of the buckling of beams beyond the elastlc limit. (See
references 2 and.3.) Thus in the case of an incompressible material,
~=~, the critical load for a beam can be found as a limiting cdse
from the theory of plates. It should be noted that~wlthin the
framework of beam theory, the critical stress is independent of the
value of Poisson’s ratio V.
This result is not necessarily true for materials which are not
incompressible,
which iS SiU?@y
plate, has been
mentioned,, V =
V$$. The quantity
(ml)
a constant multiple of the critical stress for a given
evs2uated as a function of X for the case Just
.
~
2’
and for a material tith v s 0=32; the results
.
.
.
.
are plotted in figure k. Although the two functions agree at X = 1,
as previously proved, there is a marked difference which Increases
with increasing values of k. Consequently, two beams of the same
shape but with different values of Poisson’s ratio will buckle at
different.criticalstresses.
At first sight, these results may seem somewhat contradictory
since the analysis of plates developed herein is a generalization of
the Engesser-Von K&m& theory of the buckling of beams and yet this
theory does not always appear as a limiting case of the present
analysis. An explanation of this discrepancy is afforded by e closer
examination of the position of the neutral surface Z. as a function
of the paralneter X. The function Z. depends on the phte
thickness h and on V and k. The limiting process considered l
does not affect this relation and the neutral line in the beam is
determined by the intersection of the neutral surface in the p~te
and the vertical plane y = Constant. The neutral line so determined s
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need not coincide
theory of beams.
in k/(1 -v2)
According
where
The quantities
surface h the
with
This
the neutral line deterndned directly from the
difference is the basis of the discrepancies
noted.
to equations (49), the function Z. is given by
(2- V)41+(2V -1)42 -
Z. =
K
i = (2 - V)il + (2V - l)%
41 and :2 are the strain rates in the middle
x- and .Y-directions.respectively. For the amalJ-
displacements studied ~erein, K1 ‘is tie rate ~f curvature of the
w line of intersection o? the plane y = Constant and the middle
surface. similarly, ~ is therate of curvature of the line of
intersection of the plane x. Constant and.the middle surface. ~
general, the position of the neutral surface depends on the four
.
quantities &l,
~29 ~> and ~ andthis holds inthe transition
from plate to beam. On the other hand, the Engesser-Von K&& theog
of beams assumes that the position of the neutral Mne depends on :1
,
and Iil alone. (See reference 1, p. 158.) The position of the
neutral line till depend on the type.of analysis”used. Specifically,
it can be shown (see appendix C) that the position of the neutral
line found by considering the intersection of the neutral surface
and a plane y . Constant and the position detemnined by the _ _ ~
Engesser-Von K&man‘ method agree if and only if v . $. Therefore,
it is to be e~ected that the transition from plate to bean 1s valid
only under this condition.
Buckling of a stiply supported plate.- The critical bad for a
simply supported plate under edge thrusts, stressed beyond the elastic
limit, has been tiscussed by Timoshenko (reference 1, p. 387) on a
. purely formal basis. The object of this section is”the development
of an analytical formula for the critical stress of such a plate on
the basis of equation (72) and the subsequent comparison with
s Timoshenlm’s results.
.—
.—
—
.1
o
1(lo2)[.- I@ - O-v)qtiyy=o
1
[ 1(1.03)1- I?M-(L-V)D+n=O
boundary conditions at x . 0 8& x = a
if’thQ fwctlgn ~ ie of the form given
FJqua$tcnw(103), app13ed ta the
require that
1
01 = .C3
thus
ol=o~ac) (1.06)
.
l
sine? # + S2 ~ O if buckling is to take place.
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The cox&ttons at y = b imply that
.
c2sInhrb+c4sinsb =0
1
( )-D22 r2~ sinh rb - szc~ sln sb } (10’7)
W+=2DE - D(I -a 1 )1V)(~sinhrb+c~sinsb =0
which are
if
equivalent to
1(I@)
Now these eqwtions are linear, homogeneous equations in the two
unklowns ~ and C4; they possess nontrivial solutions if aridonij
C2 sinhrb+c 4 Sfn Sb = o
r2c2 sinh rb - Szck sfn sb = O
sinh rb sin sb
r2 sinh rb -s2 sin sb
=-&+s~sin sbsimhrb=O (109)
This condition will be satisfied if r2 + S2 = O, r = O, or s-= flti
where n=0,1,2, =... The first possibility is untenable; the
second implies, according to equations (D8), that s = O, fi,23T, . . . .
equations (1o8) r must also vanish and
The buckling condition must therefore be
buckling
s“= fi”fl
. .
..
If s = O, then from
will not take place.
* where n= 1, 2, 3, .
r
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.
Since s =
~~ from eqwtlons (85), it follom from - ‘- - -
equations (82) tiat
= 3?(!I- l?)
With the notation of tke previous &ec%ions for D1l’, D=’, D22’,
1
(no) .
and A, this relation
The critical stress CJc
‘cr = ‘o
can be written as .
1--?(’] (1.) -
can then he found IIYdirect commutation to be
r “. -..
(m)
Now each of the terms in the first -parentheseson the right-hand side
is positive; consequently, the minimum critical stress till occur
when n . 1. Thus the critical strese is given by
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.
In the elastic case, h = 1 and the functions
formula for the critical stress take on the values
A = O; consequently,
“Cr=$%$:+”:)’
appearing in the
’11 ‘ =Du’ =D22’ = 1,
(114)
This result is the same as that found for the elastic case directly
(reference 1, p. 330). Tfmoshenlm suggests (reference 1, p. 387) the
application of the following equation for the buclding of a sinqly
m.zpportedplate compressed beyond the elastic limit,
(Da~~+2fi~-
where here a =
~pcu the ratio of
(115)) +N++ %-Y oxxx’
the reduced modulus (defined h
equation (loO))to Young~s mdulus. Under these aasmuptions, the
critical compressive stress is found to be
Although Timoshenko (referace 1, P* 387) @ves on~ the critic~
stress for the half-wave nmiber m = 11 h~a res~ts Cm be easi=
extended to the form given in equation (KL6).
It will be found more convenient to use a new quantity &
than acr for comparison of the two theories. This parameter
modified form of k deftied in equation (94); more precisely,
(116)
rather
is a
r
46
.#(..#)
o
acrb2h
=—
#D
*
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.
m
(117)
For the theory proposed in the present report, this quantity beccmms
‘=’’+ls-tsh=rh+’(118)
where R = b/a, as before. In the elastic
‘=(i+=’!!*
case, ~ takes the form
(119)
On the other hand, Timoshenko’s result can tiewritten as
(m)
The differences
equations (118)
in the two results appear nmre readily LP
and (120) are expanded in full. After sane simplif~-
catlons, e&ation (KL8) becomes
(321)
.while equation (120) takes the form
.
.—
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(122)
It is seen then that & Is the same type of rational function
of n?R2 for both theories except for the fact that the coefficients ‘--”
are different functions of X.
.
Unlike in the case of the crucifomn section whioh is treated in
the next section, the computations involved in evaluating % as a
function of ?..and ~ are relatively simple since the coeffi-
Cients ‘11’) ’12° ‘22’Y and a can be tabulated once for all
independently of the etress-strain law and the particular gecmetrioal
ratios under consideration. The critical values of % oam be found
with reasonable speedby the foldowing procedure. Curves of %
against L oan be obtained for various values of the parameters m
and R by evaluating equation (121) or (lZ?), depending on which
theory is used. These results, which form the bulk of the computation,
do not depend on the stress-strain law but only on V. Consequently,
the curves of % against X thus found are valid for allmateriab
having the same Poisson’s ratio. On the other hand, ~ and X are
related by a second equation which depends on the stress-strain law;
namely, from equation (117),
Since ucr 1s a function of X, detemined by the given compressive
—
stress-strain law of the material in question, k also can be plotted
as a function of X once the plate width-to-thickness ratio b/h
has been fixed for a particular example. If these curves are plotted
on the same sheet as those previously described, the intersections —
will give the critical value of %, and hence the critical stress, ‘---”
corresponding to a given stress-strain law and_given plate param-
eters b/h and R. It should be noted that k depends on the
ratio b/h in the plastic range, whereas this is not the case within
the ordinary elastic theory.
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Since the quantity A enters into the computations for the
second set of curves through the stress-strain relations, it is quite
useful to represent the stress-strain curve analytically. An
expression of the form l
( 1..!23)
has been fitted to the experimental data in such a way that the
experimental and theoretical curves pass through the same initial
and final points and the slopes at these yolnts coincide. The fitted
curve together with the experimental points is shown in figure 5.
The computational program described has been carried out for the
material given in figure 5 and the ratio of pbte tidth to plate
thiclness fixed at b2/h2 = 1000. The solid curves of figure 6
give ~ as a function of X with parameter R as defined by
equation (lZ?I),each set of curves representing a different value
of m. These curves can be applied to a plate with any ratio of b/h
and any compressive stress-strain law provide& v = 0.32. The dashed
lines, on the other hand, represent the relation between % and h
given by equation (117); they correspond to b2/h2 = 1000 and the
stress-strain curve of figure 7. The points of intersection have
been determined and the critical values of ~ plotted in the usual
fashion as functions of 1/% in figure 7. Thnoshenko’s results are
also shown as weUl as those for the elastic theory. Since the critical
stress is given by % multiplied by a constant, the titerpretation of
these curves of ~ against 1~ holds equally well for the critical
stress as a function of l/R.
First, it should be noted that the plate will buckle in one or
more half waves according to the magnitude of the ratio lb . a/b;
this holds for plastic buckling as well as elastic buckling.
Furthermore, it is necessary only to consider that part of the cwrve
corresponding to a given value of m which lles below the inters-
ections with curves belonging to adJacent values of m. Under these
conditions, it can be readily seen that the critical stress obtained
from the present theory lies between the results of the elastic
analysis and Timoshenko’s fozmal procedure. More precisely, the
elastic oritical stress is higher then that predicted by the present
theory, whereas Timoshenko’s buckling stress is lower. The transition
from a buckling mode with a given number of half.waves to the neti
higher occurs at practically the same values of l/R
theories; whereas, this transition occurs at slightly
of I@ in the elastic range. Finally, the 10CUS of
in both plastlc
larger values
mlntmums of
..
all three sets of curves is, to a hi@ degree of aPPro~tfon~ a
straight line. While this straight Mne is fixed for all values
of b/h in the elastic caee~ it will shift in the plastic case as
this parameter Is changed.
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With a slightly different computational yrocedure, the results
Just obtained for the buckling of a simlly supported plate by the
present theory can be compared with Ilyushin’s solution of the same
problem (reference 6). Ilyushin’s general equation for the buckling
of a rectangular plate compressed in one direction is of the same form
as equation (72) except for the difference in the coefficients. His
fundamental relatlon can be written as
where the coefficients Dll*, DW*, and D22* are rather CO@li-
cated functions.of the stresses which wiU. be discussed shortly. ‘“ ““-
Since these reeults apply only to incompressible materials, the theory
developed in the present report must be specialized to the case for _. __
which IJ= :.
For the case of a simply compressed plate, the basic functions
entering in the definition Gf the coefficients in equation (124) can
be given in a slightly less complicated manner than that used by
Ilyushin for the more general problem. Let Es denote the “secant
modulus,“ that is, quotient of the compressive stress &Lvi@d by.the
compressive strain as obtained from a compression test for the
1.
material in question. Then Ilyushin’s function m can be shown
to be
—
E
U)=l-+
o
(125) ‘
where E. is Young’s modulus for the material. With Van K&’m&’s
modulus, ~, as given in equation (lGQ), a new quantity tc may be
defined by setting
.
*
Ic = ?N~o (u?6)
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The function $ will be used to designate the following relation
(127)
The coefficients D1l*, D=*, and D22* can then be shown to be --
of the form
(IL%)
D22*
= D(l - $)
J
where D is the flexural rigidity of the plate defined in
equations (73). It should be noted here that Ilyushin’s coefficients
depend on the two moduli E and Es, whereas those appearing In the
present theory depend only on the tangent modulus E or rather the
ratio h = E/E.. Consequently, it is exlzmnely tirfictit to carry
out the larger part of the computations for ~ independently of
the stress-strain law as can be done with the method presented herein.
The numerioal technique must therefore be changed somewhat.
The boundary conditions for the simply supported plate In
Ilyushin’s analysis are
+.0
}
(129)
.
atx=Oandx= a,and
.
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.
*
fr=o . .. .
-$+2*%X - %22-yy = 0 }“
a% Y= o and y= -b. These boundary conditions are conr@etely
anal~gous to equ&ions (102) and (103), provided ~oissonts ratio
is taken to be 1/2 in the equattons (102) and (103). If the new
quantities 1111, Dm, and 5S22 are introduced in the followlng
manner
the critical parameter %
as that used in developing
z.
can be found in
equation (X21).
(130)
v
(131)
precisely the same fashion
Consequently,
Lun
(132)
.—
As has been previously noted, the coefficients ~11, ~u,
arid En are functions of both the secant modulus and the tangent
modulus with the result that specific reference to the stress-strain
law in compression must be made in order to evaluate equation (132)
readily. The critical.quantity % has been computed as a function
of Ucr for the material shown in figure 5 with m and R appearing
as parameters. For a given width-to-thiclmese ratio b~, ~ can be
determined by finding the intersections of these curves with the
Bz
straight line defined y quation (11.7). This procedure has Peen
applied to the case b /h . 1000 previously discussed. The restits
obtained from Ilyushin’s method and from the present method
with v = ~ are shown in figure 8. Again considering only those
parts of the curves which lie below the intersection ~oints correspondi&
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to consecutive values of m, certain general conclusions cen be
drawn. The minimum value of ~ as determined by Ilyushin’s method
is practically constant for all values of m as has been seen in the
other theories considered. @ the other hand, Ilyushin’s theory
predicts smaller values of k and hence lower critical stresses
than those of the present theory. Comparison tith figure 7 would
indicate that Ilyushin’s critical stresses lie rou@ly between those
of T@shenko and the present theory. Finally, buckling occurs at
practically the same wave ntiber in both theories although the Jump
in form takes place at slightly smaller values of 1P in the
present theory.
Torsional buckling of cruciform sections.- The torsional buckling
of a cruciform’section under compression can be studied by treattig
each flange as a shrply compressed @ate, simply supyorted at y = O
and free at y = b. (See reference 1, ~. 340.) As In the previous
case, the deflection rat=- w till.be given by equation (m) where
f(y) is found from equation (@). The conditions for the simply
supported edge (equations (75)) at y = O become
The
and
C3 = -cl
ff~(o) = o 1(133)
last equation tiplles #cl= S2C3. Since C3= -cl and r2
S2 do not vanish, c1 = C3 = O; consequently,
f(y) = qsinhry+c4sinsy (134)
Finally, the boundary conditions at the free edge y = b require,
according to equations (77), that
-()[In+Da 12-
+
-()[
n& DE +
a
+
H(~-V)D]& SMI rb + C4 sin sb
(D22 r2c2 sinh rb - )S2C4 sin sb .0
(D22 r3c2 cosh
)cosh rb + SC4 cos sb
rb - 3 )S C4 COS sb = O
(135)
.
.
.+
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Now equations
unknowns c, and
53
(135) are linear homogeneous equations in the two
C4. If these equations are’to yield nonvanishi~
solutions, the dete-nt of the coefficients must vanish; that is,
II
al %
= o’
a2 be
(136)
where
Except for a systematic interchange of the ~erbollc and trigonometric
functions, the determi~t in equation (136) is the same as that
appearing in equation (go). The dete~til equation can then
be reduced to
s
{
D22r2
~,
4?[
a, ‘m (1
2
1}V)D tanh rb
{
~,
2[
2
=. D,,s2+a2@-(1-v)~
!
tan sb (137)
With the notatton introduced in eqwtions (g2), this result can be
rewritten in the form
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Again ~ and q can be determined as functions of the quantities DII’I
Din’}
’22 ‘$ and k defined in equations (94). With sme additional
transformations, equation (138) can then be put into a form suitable
for solving for the quantity % aa a function of h. Althou@ tie
computations =e somewhat tedious, the solutions obtained are completely
independent of the stress-strain law. These results are represented by
the solid lines of.figure 9 and are marked for various values of the
side rati~ R. The dashed curves, on the other hand, represent the
quantity ~ as a function of X aa derived from equation (1-17).
These curves have been computed for the stress-strain law shown in
figure 5 and the values of the tidth-to-thiclmess ratio b~ as
indicated in the graph. Given the two Uensionless quantities b/a
and b~, the critical stress Is then detezmimed by the corresponding
solid curve and dashed curve. This point gives the desired value
of E, from which the buckltig stress is found by solving
equation (117). The details of the procedvre are found in apzendix C.
It should also be pointed out that the solid curves have been computed
for the ha2f-wave number m = 1, for it is shown In appendix C that
the lowest value of %, and consequently the loweet critical stress,
will be obtained for this value of the wave nuniber.
Certain general conclusions concerning the buckll.ngof such a
section can be reached without reference to the stress-strain law by
means of the solid cmves of figure 9. These curves show that, for
a given side ratio R, E Is a decreasing function of h. This
decrease is not the same for all.values of the side ratio, however.
For small values of R (large len@h-to-width ratios), % Is ahost
constant. In fact, when R S O.10, % is practically constant and
the critical stress is the same as that found in the theory of elastic
buckling of plates. The plastic effects axe very pronounced fur
larger values of R and increase as R ~ 1, that is, as the
rectangular plate becomes nmre nearly sqw+re.
Finally, the intersections of the solid and dashed curves of’
figure 9 yield % as a function of the side ra~io R; these are
replotted in figure 3.0= The top curve represent the elastic case
(k . 1) and is independ~:,:~ b/h. The other three curves
correspond to the cases . 300, 250, and200, respectively.
It sho~ld be noted that ~ for the elastic case is always greater
than k for the plastic case; this difference is more marked for
shorter (larger R) and thicker (smaller b2/h2) plates.
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In the preceding section rigorous solutions were obtained for
several cases of plastic buclding of simply compressed plates. In
cases for which the rigorous solution becomes too unwieldy or is not
known at all, the energy method yrovides a convenient means of
finding approximate values of the buckling loa~.
.1
As far as the elastic buckling of plates is concerned, the energy
method is well established. (See, for instance, refermce 1,
pp. 325 ff.) At ftist glance, it may appear somewhat dofitfti
whether this method can be extended to the plastic buc~ing of @a.tes.
That such an etiension is legitimate, however, follows from the fact
that equation (109) has the same formas the equation for the elastic
buckling of an orthotropic plate fith flexural rigidities DU
—
and DW and torsional rigidity Dn. Since the energy method is
va~d for this problem of elastic buckling and since the @astic __
buc~ng of a simply compressed plate is governed by the same equation,
the application of the ener~ method to the plastic buckling of plates
is legitimate.
Under sufficiently small ed~ thrusts the flat form of the plate.
represents a stable equilibrimn configuration. When the edge thrusts
reach the critical value, however, this equilibrium becomes indifferent —.
and the @ate may assume a bent form. This transition from the flat “-
to the bent form, that is, from one indifferent equilibrium confi&a--
tion to another one, does not involve any energy input or output.
Accordingly, the work done by the edge thrusts equals the flexural
energy of the bent plate. The mathematical expression of this
princiyle is the basic energy equation:
D
/[{[
l– 1C8(2 —V)* +=* + *[V – C5(2 –~)(2~– ljJ+=+m
+ [l– C5(2V –
}
l)3+m*+2(l-v)ti=* dxdy
u’=(soh .~x2dxdY
where the range of integration is the area of the plate, that is,
o~~~a, o~y%.
and (74), the left-hand
As is easily seen from equations (46)
side of equation (139) equals
(139)
.
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(140)
which represents ttice the rate at which work is done by the bending
and twisting moments. In the elastic renge, c = O, this eqmession
can be written in the famildar form
(141)
The right-hand side of equation (i39) represents twice the rate at
which work is done by the edge thrusts and has the same form as in
the elastic case.
The following expression for the critical load of the plate Is
obtained from equation (139):
Auoh= ~ (142)
where
~=D
S[{[
1- C8(2 - V)’]+=z + 2 [v-c, (2-v) (2v - lj in;m
(143)
(144)
The right-hand side of equation (142) depends on the function ~,
that is, on the deflected shape of the plste. Now, any restriction
which is imposed on the deflection rate w, over and above the
bounda~ conditions discussed in the third section of the ANALYSIS
amounts to an increase in the stiffness of the plate and must,
therefore, lead to an increase in the critical load. The critical
..
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load for a given plate is accordingly found as the smallest value
which the ri~t-hand side of equation (142) can assme for functions ~
possessing continuous partial derivatives of the second order and
satisfying the boundary conditions for the deflection of the plate.
In the elastic case, c = O, the rightiand side or equation (142)
is independent of the bucldlng stress Co. Equation (142) therefore
furnishes the buckllng stress
.-
a. tiich corresponds to a given plate
thickness h. In the plastic case, however, the nmnerator ~ of the
ri@t-hand side of eq~tton (142) depends on the buckling stress Co
through the quantities c and $. Equation (142) should therefore
be considered.as an equation which determines the critical thickness h “
corresponding to a given buclding stress. If the expression for D,
from equations (73), is substituted into equation (143) and the
resulting form of equation (142) solved with respect to h, the
following formula is obtained:
‘=W (145)
where B is given by equation (144) and A’ denotes the integral on
the ri@t-hand side of equation (143).
The energy method wtl.1.nowbe aTplAed to the buckling of a
cruciform section previously considered. A suitable choice of the
approximate deflection rate + is
+= (qE )+#+# (146)
where ~ = x/a andq= y/b . This function satisfies all the boundary
conditions on the plate except at the free edge y = b. Nevertheless,
this expression proves to be a satisfactory approximation as will be
seen_shortly. The necessary integrations indicated in the definitions
of A and B (equations (143) and (144)) can be easily carried out
in this case; for example,
. 1.(5R
a2
(147)
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.JL
35a?R
(148)
where R = b/a. Thus
(149)
.
and
16@Du’ + 102(1 - v)
c= (151)
17Y?
where ~ is defined in equation (117).
‘hce ’11’ has been previously computed as a function of h .
(see table I), ~ may be readily evaluated from eq~ti.on (151) as a
function of X for various values of the parameter R. This has
been done for the example V . 0.32 considered in an earlier section. .
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.
The results sre shown in
the solution obtained by
59
figure 11 in fiich the solid lines represent
the energy method and the dashed llnes are
s those found from the ex&ct soluti=n. A brief inspection will show
that the energy method, as applied here, gives a very good approxi-
mation in the technically interesting region of small values of R.
The error increases as R becomes large and reaches a maximum of
about 8 -percent. It should also be noted that for a given value
of R the error is an increasing function of A. The energy method
actually yields better results _@en the complete problem of deter-
mining the critical values of k -sociated with a given stress-
strain law is carried out. These points are found from the titersections
of the curves of figure 11 and the curves derived from the stress-
strain law through equation (117) (fig. 9}. Sik.cethe curves of
figure 9 are monotonic, increasing functions 0$ X with a slope
angle of less than 90°, the error will.be smaller than the original
estimate. The results of applying this method to the cases treated
in the previous section on exact analysis are shown in figure 32. The
solid curves represent the solution by the ener~ method, whereas the
dashed curves are the exact solution. It is seen that the maximum
.
error is of the order of 2* percent of the value of %. This appears
to be well tithin the orde~ of accuracy of the theory itself. Ftial-~,
the approximate value of k is always greater than the exact solution
. as is usually found in the appl.tcationof the ener~ method.
Equation (151) also affords an e~sy means of studying the general
character of the critical parameter k as a function of X for
various values of R. It has already been pointed out that Dll ‘ is
—
a decreasing function of 1. starting at Du’ = 1’
approaching D1l’
of R, the first
a horizontal line
= 0.2413 for X-CO. Thus for
term has little influence and Z
defined by the equation
z. 102(1 - v)
17??
u
.—.—
for X=land
small values
is ayprox3.matelyk
.— —-
(152)
The elastic solution based on the energy method with the deflection
givenby equation (146) is
~= 16m2+ 102(1 - v)
172
(153)
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and equations (12) and (153) agree quite closely for small values
of R. Under these circumstances, then, the critical stress deter-
mined from the plastic theory will be the same as that obtained.
from the el.ssticformulas.
Brown University
Providence, R. I., March 26, 1947
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DIFFICUUKCGS PRXSENTED BY ILYUSEIN‘S ST13ESS-
E?TRAINREIA!TIONS
It has been pointed out in the first sect”ionof the ANAIYSIS that
certain objectionable discontinuities are present at the neutral
surface when the state of stress and strain in a body is described by
relations of the type used ‘byIlyushiq (reference 6). More precisely,
it has been shown that the equations for loading and unloafing do not
give the same incrmnents in strain at the neutral surface; this
difficulty is not present in the theory of plastic flow developed
in the present report. Such problems always arise when an attempt
is made to take unloading into account in a theory of plastic
defomnation. (See reference 10, x. 400.)
The inconsistency is brou@ out
problem is considered”in terms of the
ed.sting in the buckled plate. Let
more clearly if the whole
state of stress and strain
(Al)
Then Ilyushin’s stress-strain relations for loading in the case under
consideration (equations (30)) can be written in the form
Z30ex = (1 + Q)(2UX - ay)
‘2XOey= (1 + n) (-ax + 2UJ
Eoym = 3(1+ Q)TW
Differentiated with respect to time, these become
following type:
!2EOcx= (1 + Q)(26X - 6Y + 6 2ax)(
1(A2)
equations of the
-a )Y (A3)
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In particular, for buckling from a state of simple compassion,
ax = -Uo anday=7W =0,
where Q‘ . dQ/dai~ AccordSn~,
2E02X= ( )( )1+ CI+UO$2’ 26X-(5Y
(A4)
(J35)
The boundary between the regions of loading and unloadlng is a
@ane z = Constant. If the dls@acements are to be continuous across
this plane, <=, 5’ and fW, too, must be continuous. Moreover,
according to Ilyushinfs theory the sign of -ao(x serves as a
criterion for loading and unloading. Since 4X is continuous, it
must vanish at the boundary between the regions of loa~ng and
unloading. Thus, 26= - dy is continuous, too, and Q = O on the
boundary. Denoting the values on the loading side of the boundary
by the superscript + and.the values on the other side by the
superscript -, the strains at the neutral surface become
!2EOix=-(1 + Q)(2ax+- by+)
= 2bx- - +y-
=0
( )2EO:Y = (1 + Q) -&x+ + 2;7+
= -bx- + 2by-
J
.
b
I
(A6)
,
,
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Thus
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.
,-
‘X = (1 + Q)bx+
,-
‘Y = (1 + $-2)67+ (A7)
.-
= (1 + o)+=+
‘= J
Since (1 + Q) > 1, the rates of stress on the unloading side of the
bounda~ are of the same sign as those on the loading. Furthermore,
the absolute values of the rates of stress on the unloading side are
greater than those on the loading side. While this prediction of
Ilyushin’s stress-strain relations does not violate the equations of
equilibrium, it does seem quite strange when compared with the usual
notions of loading and unloading. The result is of a sufficiently
startling character to call for tiect experimental verification
before a theory of structural.stability in the plastic range is based
on these stress-strain relations.
—
That the discontinuities implied in Ilyushin’s stress-strain
relations are a source of concern to Russian scientists working in
this field is seen from the following passage which is quoted from
W. W. Sokolovsky’s recent paper (reference 14) in which the stability
problem is specifioalJy tiscussed:
‘b solving these problems, the Mises-Hencky theory was employed,
under the assumption of the incompressibility of the plastic ~’ateria.l.
This assumption has a strong influence upon the value of displacements
and does not permit satisfying completely the conditions of the
continuity of all components of stress and displac~nts on the
boundary between the elastic and the plastic zones. An objective of
recent work is to avoid these defects of the theory.”
While the discontinuities appear to have been noticed, the
source has not been traced correct3y, for these discontinuities
subsist even if the compressibility of the material is taken into
account. They can be avoided only by replacing Ilyushin’s theory of
plastic defomaation by a theory of plastic flow of the type given b
the present report. .-
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DETAIIS IN DEWIIOTMENT 01’FUNDAMENTAL PIATE EQUATION
Determination of Neutral Surface
The neutral surface can be detemuined from the condition that the
additlcmal stress resultants present in the buckled state must be in
equilibrium. ?ather than compute the rates of the stress resultants
arising from ax @nd 67 separately, it is much simpler to consider
the combinations 6X - lJ5y and dy - V&x. (A EIimllardevice is
employed in reference 6, p. 341.) For unloadlng, equations (~)
may be used to yield
On the other hand, equations (39) give for loatiw
1 (Bl)
.
‘x = 2X -V;y+(bl)ax-+by
l h -la+ h-l”
=5 “ -— —
‘Y Y-va~ 2 x b ‘Y }
Transposition in the first of equations (B2) leads to
*
Ux ( )-VGY=;X-L4215X -$y2
(B2)
(B3)
which, accorting to equations (41), can be written as
;X -v& =;x- 2(A - 1) [
.
(5-4V)A-(1-W)2 2- V)%+(2V 1
- 1) ;Y (B4)
Y
.
.
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with
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-1
c=(5-4v~-(1-2v)2
.
and K and Z. as defined in equations (49), equation (B4) becomes
(B5)
.
- V6
=x Y= :x + 2&(z - Zo)
The quantity c depends only on the properties of
through v and on the compressive stress through
nondecreasing fuzwtion of k, for “
(B6)
the material
L. It is a
dc (5 - kv)k - (1 -2v)2 - (5 - 4V)(A - 1)
E.=
G5 - 4V)X - (1 - 2v)q2
5-4v - l+4v- 4$=
k5 - kv)k - (1 -2V)221
—
15- 4V)A - (1 - 2VFJ2
20
< <1since -1 = v = ~. Fork.1
for~==, c= 1/(5 - 4v). A
be found by the same technique;
. .
‘Y - ‘x
(the smallest value of
similar expression for
namely,
.
= ‘Y - CIi(z- 2.)
—
(B7)
(B8)
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The rates ot change of the stress resultants Nx and ~y can be
coqnzted from equations (Bl), (B6), and (B8). Two cases arise
depending on whether the region z> 20 is a region of loading or
whether Z<zo is the region of loading, that is, whether ~> O
or whether k< O.
Case (l), K>O.- Since ~> O, the region z> Z. is the
region of loading and z < Z. that of unloading. Consequently,
equations (Bl) are valid for z~zo and equations (B6) and (I@)
hold for z ~ Zo. Nuw the rates of the stress resultants ix
and tiy are defined as
(B9)
According to equations (Bl) and (B6)’then
ix Jh/2 .- VNY = 6X dz + 2CK J h/2 [2 - ..) dZ (B1O)-h/2 ‘o
The strain rate &x = 61 - k from equations (45); neither the
function &l nor k depends on z. Therefore
/
h/2 . ~z
J
h/2 . l
J
h/2 z ~
‘x = eldz-K
-h/2 -h/2 -h/2
(Bll)
.
.
.
.
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and
In the same way, it can be shown that
l Jh/2 . .‘Y - Vix = J~Yd= -@-z ‘/2 (z - ZJ U-h/2 o
()h 2=;2h-~&--zo 2
67
(B12)
(B13)
From eqpations (Bll) and (B13) it has been shown in the second section
of the AJ!UIXSISthat the position of the fiddle surface is given by
that value of Z. which is @e solution of equation (58). witi
co = 2zo/h, equation (58) becames equatim (60); and with equation (62)
the solution can be written as
L==*$’-l (B14)
Since c Is a nondecreasing function of X with values in the
<<
range O = c = 1/(5 - 4v), the quantity a will lie in the range
-m
<
.a
Consequently, only the positive root
if the inequality 1!01 = 12zo/hlS 1
be convenient to denote this root by
5 -1 (B15)
in equation (Blk.)can be kept
is to be preserved. It will
10+; that is,
This is the formula for the neutral surface given in the seccmd
section of the ANALYSIS.
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Case (2). k<O.- T.hesame technique, as used for case (1), wtth
. .
—
the exception of certain changes in si~ can be employed in the case
when K<O. When K<O, the region z < Z. is the region of
loadlng and z > 20 that of unloaMngO Consequently, equation (Bl)
—
is now valid for ~? z. while equations (B6) and (B8) hold
for z ~ Zo. Thus fix- Vtiy becomes
Jh/2 . .Jix-vliy= e= dz + 2cK J ;2(2 - ‘o) ‘z-h/2
.
which can be eval~ted, as in the previous case, in the form
(B17)
(B28)
Similarly,
() 2tiy ‘h-vtix=~2h+:K~+zo (B19)
Again the rates of the reduced stress resultants N= and *Y must
vanlsh. This gives
(:+’0..=2=-’% (B20)
Equations (49) can be used to show that
69
l .
ZO=(2-V)++(2V -1)+
-k(5-4v)=
K
and equations (B20) and (B21) yield
() 2“2+ZO=,2 -%=%%
(B21)
(B22)
Equation (=2) is the analogue of equation {58) which was found for
the case k >0. It can also be solved by introducing the nondimen-
sional quantity ~o defined as q~ = 2%/h l The “quatiaticequation
for K. is
.
and thts can be tremsformed Into
[ 1~02 +21--& +1=0
(B23)
(B24)
The quantity appearing in the brackets was definerlas a in
equations (64); thus the solution of equation (B24) is given by
‘P=Co =-a- (B25)
Again, the restriction that l~olS 1 requires that only one of the
signs in equation (B25) can be takeny m~y tie tiUS E~@O Thus
the solution is that given by equation (63); ~~,
(B26)
70
.
where the symbol
from the root go
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.
co- has been introduced to distinguish this case
+ previously found. Comparism Of equations (B16) .
and (B26) shows that
<.-= - co+ (B=)
In addition, ~o+<O for k>O and (0->0 for K<O, as
might be
The
for each
expected from the geomet~ of the situation.
Determination of Rates of Change
and Twisting Mments
moment rates can be ccmputed now that
of the oases ~ >0 and k<O. Since
of the reduced bending moments & and ~ are
equation (64), the device of computing ~ - ~
be used here.
Caae (l), k >o. - Application of’equations
of Bending
‘o or go is lmown
the rates of change
defined as in
and~-~xmay
(Bl) and (B6) yields
Ih/2 .~-,~=. GXZ dz + 2ci J ‘/2 2(’ - ‘0) U-h/2 ‘.0
The quantity Z.
I
can be replaced by ~ o+ 2 = Z. with the result
(B30)
.
..
.
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with
28=1- $ co+ +~ (.+3
the last equation becomes
Equation (@3)
only in that
equation (B@
71
(B31)
if= (h3 ~1-v% .-= )- 2c& (B32)
for &y - V&= differs from equation (B6) for :X -~ &y
-K re~laces % snd ~~ replaces ~x b
. Without further commutation, it m be seen Mat
Eq~tione (B32) and (B33) can be solved for We reduced ben~g
moments with the result that
L’-
h3
[ 1
Kl+v& - (2 -v)&
32(1 - VP)
The curvdture & can be expressed
to equations (49); consequently,
.
(B33)
(B34)
(B35)
in terms Or K1 and ~ according
.
ix’- h3 {[ J +~~ - &(!? -V)(,V - Jill - c8(2 -V)2IL@-IJ2) 1
(B36) x
(B37)
These relationsare the same aa equations(6’7)and (~) which ware given in the secondsectim
of the MOUZSIS without proof.
Case (2), Ii <o. - ThIe case oan be handled
providedthe integralsare split up as follows:
in exactlythe samemanner as the previousone
/
For K<O, zo=h!O-2 and
. l I
,
# ,,
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.
.
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Now ~o-=- go+;thus,
.
.
.
( )(1~-3+3~-l-- )= 1+$ CO+3-$C3+ =26 (B41)20 20
~ other words, fix- ~ will be given by the same formu~ for K <0
as for k>O.
.-
Similarly ~ - tix will be given by the same
e~ression in either case; and, consequently, ?& and ~ can be
foun$ fraa equations (B36) and (B37) independently of ~ether K < 0
or K>O.
The rate of change of the reduced ttisttig moment & is
defined in equation (65). According to equations (~) and (45)
equation (65) may be rewritten as
Integration of the last equation furnishes
(B42)
(B43)
(B44)
This result, too, holds independently of whether ~ >0 or K <0.
.
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Ax’PImDIx c
DETAILED COMITJTATIOI?SFOR SX’ECD?ICEXM@LWS
According to the
and of p, equatfons
Buckling of a Thin Strip
definition’sof r and s, equations (85),
(82),
The terms of the second row of the determinant (equation (~)) can
therefore be written in the form
(cl)
The determinantal equation
J
(9) Is thus seen to be equivalent to
.
w
,
(C2)
{
2
+ r D22S +
2
m2#
~ [’12 1}
- (1 - ~)D tanh~=o (C3)
.
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With the definitions of equations (92), equation (C3) can be
rewritten in the form of equation (91). The evaluation of the roots
of the transcendental equation (91) can be simplified further by
introducing equations (94). A simple computation will show that
...-
(qk)
If, for a fixed value of the span a, the width b of the plate
approaches zero, R and hence ~ and n tend toward zero too.
A~~ordingly, the functions Etanh (E/2 -
A
and q ten (q/2) appearing
in equations (Ck) may be replaced by E /2 and q2/2, respectively.
l?or m= 1, in particular, equation (91) can then be written as
follows:
or in the form of equation (93) as
%2 ‘ -*12 -~w
12+Q2,=’2=0
.
Equation (99) for the buc~ing load when lJ= ~ can be
developed from the following considerations. According to
equations (73) and (94),
76
2 C8‘i ‘-1 - 4
‘12’ =D22’=1
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.
(c6) -
for v = ~. From these results and equations (%), it is easily seen
that Q = v; consequently,
tien V . *. For this value of Poisson’s ratio, a straightforward
computation will yield
.
Therefore,
.C8 = h-L- l)m+3)
3(1 +@*
and
k= @-3@= “7--T-l+q’x-
(c8)
(C9) <
.
(cl(l) “
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On the other hand, according to equations (94),
where ucr is the critical compressive stress. Consequently,
#Eoh2
c1
cr
= ~ (1 +’-)2 ‘
end the critical buckling load P is given by
from equation (99)= This is
equation follows.
It has been pointed out
the neutral line cifthe beam
coincide if and only If V .
the
77
(Cll)
(c12)
y% I
c: (1 :G) 2
desired result from which Von K&&’s
In the third section of the ANALYSIS that
and the neutral surface of the plate will ‘-
~. This can be seen quite simply from
the followhg discussion. If v=:, Fthen Z. = 21 “ according to
equations (49). It follows from equations (c8) that
The distance of the neutral surface from the lower surface is given by
(C14)
—
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.
This is the same result as that obtained in the direct analysis of the
buckling of a beam. (See reference 1, p. 158.)
.
Conversely, assume that the two positions of the neutral line
agree; that is,
...—
co+=--
I/Y+l
-—.
(C15)
where Co+ is computed from equation (B16). Since equtlon (C15)
must be an identity in k, it must be valid for any particular value
of A. For computational convenience, consider the case when k = 4.
Then
d-i-l 1
-— =-.
6+1 3
c=~
19 -12v- 4V2
“=*
Were u + 8V2.+ uv - 23. Consequently,
&#==FEo+ = 3(5 ! 4~) + -
1=--. 3
and subsequent simplification leads to
(c16)
(C17)
.
.
.
.
u= -5(5 - kv) (c18)
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Evaluation of u in terms of v yields
(2V - 1)2 = o
or
v=+
(C19)
. (C20)
Therefore the two methods of determining the neutral line wilJ agree
if
be
SIldonl.yif v=:, and the transition from phte to beam will
vali~ only under this condition.
Buckling of a Crucifopn Section ,
.
The transcendental
the critical stress. A
equation (138) must be solved to detemnine
straightforward computation will shuw that
Since
2m2#R2D= ‘
gp=qp+
D22 ‘
Equation (138) can be written entirely.in terms
““)+DU’
)
-DW’ !(C21)
– (C22)
of q and the
parameters R, Q, DE’, and D22’ . For given values of m and R,
the renmining parameters in the transcendental equation are functions
&of h alone. Thus q can be detetined as
solving this equation by the usual iterative
quantity k can then.be found as a function
NACATN No. 1530
a function of Z by
procedures. The
of X by solving the
second of equations (C21). These results are independent of ~he
stress-strain law of the plate material. On the other hand,
.
(C23)
that is, for a given material. k can be writ”tenas a function of X
once
‘O is lmown as a function of L.
It is a.little more convenient to write the solution in terms of
the quantity ~ rather than _k. This parameter was define~ in
equation (117). Curves for k as a function of X for given values
of m and R can be obtained in the followlng way. The quantity k
can be computed, as previously desoribed, by solving equations (138)
and (C21); % cam then be found from equation (lJ.7)..These results
.
are independent of the stress-strain law and consequently hold for
any rectangular plate. On the other hand, % can also be coquted
as a function of k for a given stress-strati law according to w
eqwbion (117). The resulting function will depend on the
parameter b2/h2. Once the side ratio R, the width-tm-thiclmess
ratio b/h, and the wave form m have been selected, the value of %“
—
corresponding to the buckling stress can be obtained by finding the
intersection of the two corresponding curves of- % against X
computed as Just outlined.
It has been pointed out in the third section of the ANALYSIS
that the lowest value of & and hence the lowest critical stress,
will be attained for m = 1. This can be seen easily from the
following considerat~ons. Figure 9 showed that for m= 1 and a
fixed value of h, k increases for increasing R. With a Wr@e
change of variables, the solution for any value of m can be obtained
from the solutions for m = 1. Let
.
(c24)
..
.
.
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Then equattom (138) and (C21), written in teinusof k‘ and R‘ till
be precisely the same as those for k amd R when m . 1. Thus the
curves of figure 9 can he used for any m provided R is replaced
by R’ and % by Z’. For m>l then, ~>~’ SRd R<R’. ~
other words when m # 1, the value of ~ for a given value of R
and h will be larger than the corresponding value of % for m = 1.
Since the dashed curves me monotoni~ increasing functions of k,
this imp~es that the critical value of ~ will he lowest for m = 1.
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1.2
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1.8
2.0
2 .P
3.0
?::
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9 *O
10.0
’11 ‘
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Dz ‘
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l 9g212
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.*
.g85&)
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@Ku:
l g@21
.97663
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Figure 2.- Stress -strain diagram for loading and unloading for
unia.xial.state of stress and s~rain.
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(b) m.= 2.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of values of ~ for values of l/R with
v = 0.32 as determined by different theories.
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Figure 9.- Results of solting for ~ as a function of h by using
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